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-------------------------------☽☾-------------------------------

Can you really replace eight hours of sleep with two hours of yoga nidra?
Welcome to the kick-off issue of The Timeless
Times and yes, I am getting straight to the BIG
money question! Indeed, many class attendees
of yoga nidra have heard of its magical abilities
to facilitate highly efficient rest. These
sentiments can be traced back to contemporary
yoga nidra’s popular developers:
A single hour of yoga nidra is as restful
as four hours of conventional sleep.
- Swami Satyananda1
If the ‘brain and mind’ can be made
quiescent at the same time, a couple
hours of sleep is enough.
- Swami Rama2
The first time I heard these types of statements
were many years ago when I was suffering with
clinical insomnia... and my interest was definitely
piqued. However, I quickly realized that these
bold claims had some critical fineprint. Let’s
explore some of those tiny words that are often
left in the dark.
As a crucial background, we must familiarize
ourselves with the human states of
consciousness and their corresponding brain
wave signatures. Brain waves are regional
summations of electrical impulses that neurons
use to communicate with one another, as
measured by electroencephalogram (EEG). As a
general categorical summary:
● gamma waves (32+ hz) are associated with
cross-modal sensory perception
● beta waves (16-31 hz) are associated with
activity and arousal

●

alpha waves (8-15 hz) are associated with
relaxation and reflection
● theta waves (4-7 hz) are associated with
hypnagogia, light sleep, and dream
● delta waves (<4 hz) are associated with
deep, slow wave sleep (SWS)3-5
SWS is often considered the most restorative
stage of sleep,5,6 as it facilitates cellular growth
and repair,7,8 rests previously active brain areas,9
maintains cognitive function,10 and regulates
homeostatic processes.11 It typically makes up
1-2 hours of our total sleep time,12 by which we
are utterly unconscious and difficult to rouse.5,6
It has been proposed that yoga nidra is a
state where the individual experiences all
physiological elements of SWS, while
paradoxically remaining fully aware.13,* Early
case studies in the 1970’s reported that Swami
Rama could intentionally enter
delta-predominate SWS within a few minutes,
remain there for a requested period of time, and
upon waking, recall all conversations the
scientists were having prior.14 Three decades
later, these reports were replicated with Swami
Veda Bharati.15 The idea that these Swamis may
be proposing is that if you can train yourself to
swiftly enter concentrated bouts of conscious
SWS, you can maximize restorative efficiency.
So can non-ascetic folks do this? Swamis
are devoted renunciates, and while these case
studies are certainly fascinating, it is important to
consider general populations as well. Recent
EEG studies found that during yoga nidra
practices, college students’ brain waves slowed
from beta to alpha predominance,16,17 while
experienced yoga teachers slowed them even
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more to theta predominance.18,19 These findings
suggest that yoga nidra practices do not always
provide direct entry into SWS, but can still
facilitate significantly restful states. Parker20
believes that short periods of conscious SWS
can be trained in generalizable populations
within a logistically feasible time frame for study,
though until then, the questions of “how long and
how much?” remain up in the air.
In addition to the undetermined amount of
training needed to develop refined brain wave
control, there is a much bigger picture we must
consider. These statements originated from
Swamis who spent most of their lives in
meditative discipline. An accumulation of
evidence shows that intensive meditation
training is associated with decreased sleep
duration without adverse health effects.21 For
instance, Indian meditators who practiced
focused breath awareness 2+ hours/ day for at
least three years slept significantly less than age
and sex matched controls (5.2 vs. 7.8 hours/
night, respectively).22 Moreover, gradually
decreasing sleep needs are commonly seen in
intensive retreat settings (e.g. 12+ hours of
meditation/ day for three months).23 Interestingly,
one retreat attendee reported that she naturally
went from sleeping 8 hours/ night at the start to
1.5-3 hours/ night by the end.21
Although existing discussions are not
entirely conclusive, there are a few reasonable
theories for why this phenomenon might occur.
Many forms of meditation increase alpha and
theta brain wave power and synchrony across
multiple brain regions24 in a way that is similar to
the bulk of regular sleep.25 Thus, if intense
practitioners are spending the majority of their
day in these restful states with limited external
stimulation, they probably don’t need to recoup
as much at night. It is also proposed that the
structural and functional brain changes known to
concur with meditation training26 (e.g. enhanced
sensory processing and acuity) allows for more
efficient daily performance and as a result, less
recovery time is required.21
With all of this in mind, let’s loop back to the
original question: Can you replace eight hours of

sleep with two hours of yoga nidra? My best
answer is maybe, if you…
1) define yoga nidra as the state of conscious
SWS, of which you are able to briskly enter
into and remain, thereby increasing sleep
efficiency; and
2) meditate intensely and persistently with
limited daily external stimulation, thereby
decreasing sleep need.
Note that I emphasize maybe because it is
uncertain whether all populations can do this
and if not, what individual biological
characteristics enable the ability. Therefore, I am
not going to actively preach that you can replace
sleep with yoga nidra. This would not only be
inconsiderate of modern context, but also
borderline unethical, as sleep deprivation is
globally pervasive and contributes to a multitude
of adverse health outcomes.27,28
However, do read on—it is not necessary to
be a renunciate to gain benefits from yoga nidra!
Recent research has shown that short-term
yoga nidra interventions (4-10 weeks) improved
subjective sleep quality in a large, diverse
sample,29 older adults with insomnia,30 and
women with sexual trauma.31 Similarly, several
studies which utilized multifaceted interventions
(e.g. yoga nidra with mindful movement and
breathing exercises; 2-12 weeks) also
demonstrated promise for assisting subjectively
better sleep in various subclinical and clinical
populations.32-37
Perhaps most intriguing was that the two
studies incorporating polysomnography
measurements found significant increases in
night-time SWS following yoga nidra
interventions in older adults, a population that
typically experiences diminishing levels of
SWS.30,32 This is key because whether or not
they experienced conscious SWS during the
actual yoga nidra practices, more SWS arose
during regular sleep.† Furthermore, a
dose-response relationship was evident in that
participants with higher practice compliance
experienced greater improvements.32 Overall,
the practice of yoga nidra may aid in improving
sleep quality, regardless of yoga nidra state
achievement.
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Henceforth, I always encourage my students
and clients to savour the process of yoga nidra
rather than striving for a particular outcome.
Each time you choose to pause in your nidra
nest for even 11 minutes can accumulate merits
on its own.29 So unless you are an elite
meditator, I support standard sleep duration
recommendations (yes, 8 hours/ night is the
average for adults ages 18-64 years)38 plus yoga
nidra as a fruitful complement.
Specifically, yoga nidra can be used as a...

●
●
●
●

nap supporter anytime during the day;
wind-down friend before sleep;
soothing transitioner into sleep;
comforting pacifier if you’ve awoken in the
middle of the night and need help falling
back to sleep; and
● grounding segway into wakefulness.39
Particular yoga nidra practice structures and
techniques are utilized for these corresponding
purposes, so it can be helpful to enjoy the
assistance of a qualified teacher by your side...

Offerings
Nidra Restore: Yoga for Sleep - Join me for some quality RnR on
Thursdays from 8:00pm - 9:00pm (ET) online via Zoom. In this class,
I offer only the most tranquilizing yogic techniques (gentle mindful
movement, soothing breathwork, mantra and sound, and guided
relaxation, all held within the loving balm of yoga nidra) to gracefully
wind you down before bed. These classes are inward-focused,
meaning that you won’t need to look at your screen aside from an
occasional glance—I’ve got your sleep hygiene in mind! The next
session runs January 14th - April 1st, 2021. You’re invited to chill with
me live or feel out my vibe with a free 30-minute practice video.
Therapeutic Yoga + Nidra: Personalized Meditative Care - Seeking
some more customized guidance? Enjoy a private, semi-private, or private group session with me. I am
available Monday - Friday from 12:00pm - 7:00pm (ET) online via Zoom (due to the COVID-19
pandemic, in-studio sessions at The Nidra Nest will remain on hold until further notice). Together, we can
co-create practices that nourish your unique needs and intentions, including improved sleep quality. As a
certified therapeutic yoga and yoga nidra teacher who skillfully harnessed yogic techniques to enhance
my own restorative abilities, I’d be glad to help you do the same. Connect with me for more information.

Free Nidra Guides
Sleep Well with Total Yoga Nidra by Nirlipta Tuli is a cozy
introductory guide that aids in smooth transitions into sleep. Nirlipta
is a yoga therapist cross clinical hypnotherapist who effectively
integrates these modalities to coax even the most wide-eyed of night
owls. Last summer during a stressful period, my partner and I would
slip into sound slumber under his guidance almost every night.
Combining his gentle baritone voice with an easy sloth-like pace,
Nirlipta can lull you into some serenely entrancing spaces. You may
enjoy his wide selection of offerings at his co-founding community,
The Yoga Nidra Network.
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*This is one operational definition of the yoga nidra state proposed by scholars and masters of the Himalayan Yoga tradition, and is
among various others across lineages. For the purposes of this article, we will be working with the former.
†Anecdotally, many of us nidra nerds experience spontaneously arising conscious SWS (“wild nidra”) and lucid dreams during
regular sleep, which seem to correlate with formal practice. These phenomena are full of possibilities and sweetly revered.40
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